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■ Share your writeup from P1 (bake-off design and paper summary) on Piazza! 

■ Friday’s recitation will be an overview of P2.



■ A problem with (most) word2vec-style word embeddings: single representation 
per word type. 
 
 
 
 

Previously, in language model pretraining…
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the new-look play area is due to be completed by early spring 2020

gerrymandered congressional districts favor representatives who play to the party base

the freshman then completed the three-point play for a 66-63 lead

■ Instead, want contextualized word embeddings: token representations that differ 
depending on the context. 

■ But, still want to leverage self-supervised training on massive data. 

■ Solution: use hidden representations from a neural language model.

Language models as word representations



ELMo: Deep contextualized word embeddings
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■ Key idea: context-dependent embedding for each word interpolates 
representations for that word from each layer 
 
 

■ Interpolation weights are task-specific (fine-tuned on supervised data.)

Peters et al. Deep contextualized word representations. NAACL 2018.
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TASK PREVIOUS SOTA
OUR

BASELINE

ELMO +

BASELINE

INCREASE

(ABSOLUTE/

RELATIVE)

SQuAD Liu et al. (2017) 84.4 81.1 85.8 4.7 / 24.9%
SNLI Chen et al. (2017) 88.6 88.0 88.7 ± 0.17 0.7 / 5.8%
SRL He et al. (2017) 81.7 81.4 84.6 3.2 / 17.2%
Coref Lee et al. (2017) 67.2 67.2 70.4 3.2 / 9.8%
NER Peters et al. (2017) 91.93 ± 0.19 90.15 92.22 ± 0.10 2.06 / 21%
SST-5 McCann et al. (2017) 53.7 51.4 54.7 ± 0.5 3.3 / 6.8%

Table 1: Test set comparison of ELMo enhanced neural models with state-of-the-art single model baselines across
six benchmark NLP tasks. The performance metric varies across tasks – accuracy for SNLI and SST-5; F1 for
SQuAD, SRL and NER; average F1 for Coref. Due to the small test sizes for NER and SST-5, we report the mean
and standard deviation across five runs with different random seeds. The “increase” column lists both the absolute
and relative improvements over our baseline.

Textual entailment Textual entailment is the
task of determining whether a “hypothesis” is
true, given a “premise”. The Stanford Natu-
ral Language Inference (SNLI) corpus (Bowman
et al., 2015) provides approximately 550K hypoth-
esis/premise pairs. Our baseline, the ESIM se-
quence model from Chen et al. (2017), uses a biL-
STM to encode the premise and hypothesis, fol-
lowed by a matrix attention layer, a local infer-
ence layer, another biLSTM inference composi-
tion layer, and finally a pooling operation before
the output layer. Overall, adding ELMo to the
ESIM model improves accuracy by an average of
0.7% across five random seeds. A five member
ensemble pushes the overall accuracy to 89.3%,
exceeding the previous ensemble best of 88.9%
(Gong et al., 2018).

Semantic role labeling A semantic role label-
ing (SRL) system models the predicate-argument
structure of a sentence, and is often described as
answering “Who did what to whom”. He et al.
(2017) modeled SRL as a BIO tagging problem
and used an 8-layer deep biLSTM with forward
and backward directions interleaved, following
Zhou and Xu (2015). As shown in Table 1, when
adding ELMo to a re-implementation of He et al.
(2017) the single model test set F1 jumped 3.2%
from 81.4% to 84.6% – a new state-of-the-art on
the OntoNotes benchmark (Pradhan et al., 2013),
even improving over the previous best ensemble
result by 1.2%.

Coreference resolution Coreference resolution
is the task of clustering mentions in text that re-
fer to the same underlying real world entities. Our
baseline model is the end-to-end span-based neu-
ral model of Lee et al. (2017). It uses a biLSTM

and attention mechanism to first compute span
representations and then applies a softmax men-
tion ranking model to find coreference chains. In
our experiments with the OntoNotes coreference
annotations from the CoNLL 2012 shared task
(Pradhan et al., 2012), adding ELMo improved the
average F1 by 3.2% from 67.2 to 70.4, establish-
ing a new state of the art, again improving over the
previous best ensemble result by 1.6% F1.

Named entity extraction The CoNLL 2003
NER task (Sang and Meulder, 2003) consists of
newswire from the Reuters RCV1 corpus tagged
with four different entity types (PER, LOC, ORG,
MISC). Following recent state-of-the-art systems
(Lample et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2017), the base-
line model uses pre-trained word embeddings, a
character-based CNN representation, two biLSTM
layers and a conditional random field (CRF) loss
(Lafferty et al., 2001), similar to Collobert et al.
(2011). As shown in Table 1, our ELMo enhanced
biLSTM-CRF achieves 92.22% F1 averaged over
five runs. The key difference between our system
and the previous state of the art from Peters et al.
(2017) is that we allowed the task model to learn a
weighted average of all biLM layers, whereas Pe-
ters et al. (2017) only use the top biLM layer. As
shown in Sec. 5.1, using all layers instead of just
the last layer improves performance across multi-
ple tasks.

Sentiment analysis The fine-grained sentiment
classification task in the Stanford Sentiment Tree-
bank (SST-5; Socher et al., 2013) involves select-
ing one of five labels (from very negative to very
positive) to describe a sentence from a movie re-
view. The sentences contain diverse linguistic
phenomena such as idioms and complex syntac-

■ Adding ELMo to existing state-of-the-art models provides significant improvement 
on essentially all NLP tasks.

question answering
natural language inference

semantic role labeling
coreference

named entity recognition
sentiment analysis

https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365
https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.05365
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■ Neural attention mechanism: a weighted average over (word) representations, 
where the weights are learned, computed as a function of the input.

18.3. NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION 445

Output

activation ↵

Query  ↵

Key Value

Figure 18.6: A general view of neural attention. The dotted box indicates that each ↵m!n

can be viewed as a gate on value n.

operation is differentiable. For each key n in the memory, we compute a score  ↵(m,n)
with respect to the query m. That score is a function of the compatibility of the key and
the query, and can be computed using a small feedforward neural network. The vector
of scores is passed through an activation function, such as softmax. The output of this
activation function is a vector of non-negative numbers [↵m!1,↵m!2, . . . ,↵m!N ]>, with
length N equal to the size of the memory. Each value in the memory vn is multiplied by
the attention ↵m!n; the sum of these scaled values is the output. This process is shown in
Figure 18.6. In the extreme case that ↵m!n = 1 and ↵m!n0 = 0 for all other n0, then the
attention mechanism simply selects the value vn from the memory.

Neural attention makes it possible to integrate alignment into the encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture. Rather than encoding the entire source sentence into a fixed length vector z,
it can be encoded into a matrix Z 2 RK⇥M

(S) , where K is the dimension of the hidden
state, and M (S) is the number of tokens in the source input. Each column of Z represents
the state of a recurrent neural network over the source sentence. These vectors are con-
structed from a bidirectional LSTM (see § 7.6), which can be a deep network as shown in
Figure 18.5. These columns are both the keys and the values in the attention mechanism.

At each step m in decoding, the attentional state is computed by executing a query,
which is equal to the state of the decoder, h(t)

m . The resulting compatibility scores are,

 ↵(m,n) =v↵ · tanh(⇥↵[h(t)
m ; h(s)

n ]). [18.36]

The function  is thus a two layer feedforward neural network, with weights v↵ on the
output layer, and weights ⇥↵ on the input layer. To convert these scores into atten-
tion weights, we apply an activation function, which can be vector-wise softmax or an
element-wise sigmoid:

Softmax attention
↵m!n =

exp ↵(m,n)
P

M(s)

n0=1 exp ↵(m,n0)
[18.37]

Under contract with MIT Press, shared under CC-BY-NC-ND license.
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■ Neural attention mechanism: a weighted average over (word) representations, 
where the weights are learned, computed as a function of the input.

■ Additive attention: ψ is a feed-forward layer with concatenated [k;q] as input.
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■ Neural attention mechanism: a weighted average over (word) representations, 
where the weights are learned, computed as a function of the input.

■ Additive attention: ψ is a feed-forward layer with concatenated [k;q] as input.

■ Multiplicative attention: ψ is a dot product of linear projections of k, q.
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operation is differentiable. For each key n in the memory, we compute a score  ↵(m,n)
with respect to the query m. That score is a function of the compatibility of the key and
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state, and M (S) is the number of tokens in the source input. Each column of Z represents
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■ Neural attention mechanism: a weighted average over (word) representations, 
where the weights are learned, computed as a function of the input.

■ Additive attention: ψ is a feed-forward layer with concatenated [k;q] as input.

■ Multiplicative attention: ψ is a dot product of linear projections of k, q.

■ First popularized in neural machine translation, where the network would attend 
over the source sentence to make each prediction in the target sentence.18.3. NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION 445
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the query, and can be computed using a small feedforward neural network. The vector
of scores is passed through an activation function, such as softmax. The output of this
activation function is a vector of non-negative numbers [↵m!1,↵m!2, . . . ,↵m!N ]>, with
length N equal to the size of the memory. Each value in the memory vn is multiplied by
the attention ↵m!n; the sum of these scaled values is the output. This process is shown in
Figure 18.6. In the extreme case that ↵m!n = 1 and ↵m!n0 = 0 for all other n0, then the
attention mechanism simply selects the value vn from the memory.

Neural attention makes it possible to integrate alignment into the encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture. Rather than encoding the entire source sentence into a fixed length vector z,
it can be encoded into a matrix Z 2 RK⇥M

(S) , where K is the dimension of the hidden
state, and M (S) is the number of tokens in the source input. Each column of Z represents
the state of a recurrent neural network over the source sentence. These vectors are con-
structed from a bidirectional LSTM (see § 7.6), which can be a deep network as shown in
Figure 18.5. These columns are both the keys and the values in the attention mechanism.

At each step m in decoding, the attentional state is computed by executing a query,
which is equal to the state of the decoder, h(t)

m . The resulting compatibility scores are,

 ↵(m,n) =v↵ · tanh(⇥↵[h(t)
m ; h(s)

n ]). [18.36]

The function  is thus a two layer feedforward neural network, with weights v↵ on the
output layer, and weights ⇥↵ on the input layer. To convert these scores into atten-
tion weights, we apply an activation function, which can be vector-wise softmax or an
element-wise sigmoid:

Softmax attention
↵m!n =

exp ↵(m,n)
P

M(s)

n0=1 exp ↵(m,n0)
[18.37]

Under contract with MIT Press, shared under CC-BY-NC-ND license.
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■ Like RNNs, each token observes context from the entire sequence at each layer.

■ Like CNNs, representations at each layer can be computed entirely in parallel.

■ Dilated CNNs obtain wide (enough) context and are faster than 
Transformers, but at the cost of expressivity: impose a regular pattern of 
connectivity between tokens, whereas in Transformer connectivity is 
learned / each token always has access to all other tokens.

64 CHAPTER 3. NONLINEAR CLASSIFICATION

Figure 3.5: A dilated convolutional neural network captures progressively larger context
through recursive application of the convolutional operator

such as max-pooling (Collobert et al., 2011) or average-pooling,

z = MaxPool(X(D)) =) zk = max
⇣
x(D)
k,1 , x

(D)
k,2 , . . . x

(D)
k,M

⌘
[3.55]

z = AvgPool(X(D)) =) zk =
1

M

MX

m=1

x(D)
k,m

. [3.56]

The vector z can now act as a layer in a feedforward network, culminating in a prediction
ŷ and a loss `(i). The setup is shown in Figure 3.4.

Just as in feedforward networks, the parameters (C(k), b,⇥) can be learned by back-
propagating from the classification loss. This requires backpropagating through the max-
pooling operation, which is a discontinuous function of the input. But because we need
only a local gradient, backpropagation flows only through the argmax m:

@zk

@x(D)
k,m

=

(
1, x(D)

k,m
= max

⇣
x(D)
k,1 , x

(D)
k,2 , . . . x

(D)
k,M

⌘

0, otherwise.
[3.57]

The computer vision literature has produced a huge variety of convolutional archi-
tectures, and many of these innovations can be applied to text data. One avenue for
improvement is more complex pooling operations, such as k-max pooling (Kalchbrenner
et al., 2014), which returns a matrix of the k largest values for each filter. Another innova-
tion is the use of dilated convolution to build multiscale representations (Yu and Koltun,
2016). At each layer, the convolutional operator applied in strides, skipping ahead by s
steps after each feature. As we move up the hierarchy, each layer is s times smaller than
the layer below it, effectively summarizing the input (Kalchbrenner et al., 2016; Strubell
et al., 2017). This idea is shown in Figure 3.5. Multi-layer convolutional networks can also
be augmented with “shortcut” connections, as in the residual network from § 3.2.2 (John-
son and Zhang, 2017).

Jacob Eisenstein. Draft of November 13, 2018.
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Figure 3: Differences in pre-training model architectures. BERT uses a bidirectional Transformer. OpenAI GPT
uses a left-to-right Transformer. ELMo uses the concatenation of independently trained left-to-right and right-to-
left LSTMs to generate features for downstream tasks. Among the three, only BERT representations are jointly
conditioned on both left and right context in all layers. In addition to the architecture differences, BERT and
OpenAI GPT are fine-tuning approaches, while ELMo is a feature-based approach.

to converge. In Section C.1 we demonstrate that
MLM does converge marginally slower than a left-
to-right model (which predicts every token), but
the empirical improvements of the MLM model
far outweigh the increased training cost.

Next Sentence Prediction The next sentence
prediction task can be illustrated in the following
examples.

Input = [CLS] the man went to [MASK] store [SEP]

he bought a gallon [MASK] milk [SEP]

Label = IsNext

Input = [CLS] the man [MASK] to the store [SEP]

penguin [MASK] are flight ##less birds [SEP]

Label = NotNext

A.2 Pre-training Procedure

To generate each training input sequence, we sam-
ple two spans of text from the corpus, which we
refer to as “sentences” even though they are typ-
ically much longer than single sentences (but can
be shorter also). The first sentence receives the A
embedding and the second receives the B embed-
ding. 50% of the time B is the actual next sentence
that follows A and 50% of the time it is a random
sentence, which is done for the “next sentence pre-
diction” task. They are sampled such that the com-
bined length is  512 tokens. The LM masking is
applied after WordPiece tokenization with a uni-
form masking rate of 15%, and no special consid-
eration given to partial word pieces.

We train with batch size of 256 sequences (256
sequences * 512 tokens = 128,000 tokens/batch)
for 1,000,000 steps, which is approximately 40

epochs over the 3.3 billion word corpus. We
use Adam with learning rate of 1e-4, �1 = 0.9,
�2 = 0.999, L2 weight decay of 0.01, learning
rate warmup over the first 10,000 steps, and linear
decay of the learning rate. We use a dropout prob-
ability of 0.1 on all layers. We use a gelu acti-
vation (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016) rather than
the standard relu, following OpenAI GPT. The
training loss is the sum of the mean masked LM
likelihood and the mean next sentence prediction
likelihood.

Training of BERTBASE was performed on 4
Cloud TPUs in Pod configuration (16 TPU chips
total).13 Training of BERTLARGE was performed
on 16 Cloud TPUs (64 TPU chips total). Each pre-
training took 4 days to complete.

Longer sequences are disproportionately expen-
sive because attention is quadratic to the sequence
length. To speed up pretraing in our experiments,
we pre-train the model with sequence length of
128 for 90% of the steps. Then, we train the rest
10% of the steps of sequence of 512 to learn the
positional embeddings.

A.3 Fine-tuning Procedure

For fine-tuning, most model hyperparameters are
the same as in pre-training, with the exception of
the batch size, learning rate, and number of train-
ing epochs. The dropout probability was always
kept at 0.1. The optimal hyperparameter values
are task-specific, but we found the following range
of possible values to work well across all tasks:

• Batch size: 16, 32
13https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2018/06/Cloud-

TPU-now-offers-preemptible-pricing-and-global-
availability.html
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based on unigram LM perplexity). While the vo-
cabularies resulting from these schemes are heavily
overlapping, we find that the unigram LM method
produces much more plausible subword units in
long words. This more natural tokenization means
that a higher proportion of the unigram LM vocabu-
lary is substantially used. We pretrain two language
models using the ROBERTA objective (Liu et al.,
2019) with different tokenizations. On downstream
tasks, we find a surprising performance gap, with
the unigram LM method providing a consistent im-
provement over BPE of up to 1% depending on the
task, indicating the benefits of this technique.

2 Algorithms

Subword tokenization algorithms consist of two
components: a vocabulary construction procedure,
which takes a corpus of (potentially pre-split) text
and returns a vocabulary with the desired size, and
a tokenization procedure, which takes the built vo-
cabulary and applies it to new text, returning a
sequence of tokens. In theory, these two steps can
be independent, although we will see that for the
algorithms we examine the tokenization procedure
is tightly coupled to the vocabulary construction
procedure.

A BPE vocabulary is constructed as follows:

Algorithm 1 Byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al.,
2016; Gage, 1994)

1: Input: set of strings D, target vocab size k
2: procedure BPE(D, k)
3: V  all unique characters in D
4: (about 4,000 in English Wikipedia)
5: while |V | < k do . Merge tokens
6: tL, tR  Most frequent bigram in D
7: tNEW  tL + tR . Make new token
8: V  V + [tNEW]
9: Replace each occurrence of tL, tR in

10: D with tNEW

11: end while
12: return V
13: end procedure

BPE tokenization takes the ‘vocabulary’ V con-
taining ordered merges and applies them to new
text in the same order as they occurred during vo-
cabulary construction.

The WordPiece algorithm (Schuster and Naka-
jima, 2012), used to construct BERT’s vocabulary,
closely resembles BPE. However, instead of merg-

ing the most frequent token bigram, each potential
merge is scored based on the likelihood of a lan-
guage model trained on a version of the corpus
incorporating that merge. Schuster and Nakajima
(2012) note that the process of estimating language
model parameters for every potential merge is pro-
hibitively computationally expensive, so they em-
ploy a number of aggressive heuristics to reduce the
number of potential merges considered, including
batching noninterfering merges and using strong
priors to filter out unlikely merges. As their imple-
mentation is not public,1 we are unable to make a
comparison to this method.

The unigram LM method (Kudo, 2018), in con-
trast to the bottom-up construction process of BPE
and WordPiece, begins with a superset of the final
vocabulary, pruning it to the desired size:

Algorithm 2 Unigram language modeling (Kudo,
2018)

1: Input: set of strings D, target vocab size k
2: procedure UNIGRAMLM(D, k)
3: V  all substrings occurring more than
4: once in D (not crossing words)
5: while |V | > k do . Prune tokens
6: Fit unigram LM ✓ to D
7: for t 2 V do . Estimate token ‘loss’
8: Lt  p✓(D)� p✓0(D)
9: where ✓0 is the LM without token t

10: end for
11: Remove min(|V |� k, b↵|V |c) of the
12: tokens t with highest Lt from V ,
13: where ↵ 2 [0, 1] is a hyperparameter
14: end while
15: Fit final unigram LM ✓ to D
16: return V, ✓
17: end procedure

Unigram LM tokenization takes the vocabulary
V and unigram LM parameters ✓ and performs
Viterbi inference to decode the segmentation with
maximum likelihood under ✓. This method closely
resembles the unsupervised morphological segmen-
tation of Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005).

1Although its name and association with Google might sug-
gest otherwise, the SentencePiece library (Kudo and Richard-
son, 2018) does not, in fact, implement the WordPiece algo-
rithm; it provides implementations of BPE and unigram LM
based tokenization.

based on unigram LM perplexity). While the vo-
cabularies resulting from these schemes are heavily
overlapping, we find that the unigram LM method
produces much more plausible subword units in
long words. This more natural tokenization means
that a higher proportion of the unigram LM vocabu-
lary is substantially used. We pretrain two language
models using the ROBERTA objective (Liu et al.,
2019) with different tokenizations. On downstream
tasks, we find a surprising performance gap, with
the unigram LM method providing a consistent im-
provement over BPE of up to 1% depending on the
task, indicating the benefits of this technique.

2 Algorithms

Subword tokenization algorithms consist of two
components: a vocabulary construction procedure,
which takes a corpus of (potentially pre-split) text
and returns a vocabulary with the desired size, and
a tokenization procedure, which takes the built vo-
cabulary and applies it to new text, returning a
sequence of tokens. In theory, these two steps can
be independent, although we will see that for the
algorithms we examine the tokenization procedure
is tightly coupled to the vocabulary construction
procedure.

A BPE vocabulary is constructed as follows:

Algorithm 1 Byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al.,
2016; Gage, 1994)

1: Input: set of strings D, target vocab size k
2: procedure BPE(D, k)
3: V  all unique characters in D
4: (about 4,000 in English Wikipedia)
5: while |V | < k do . Merge tokens
6: tL, tR  Most frequent bigram in D
7: tNEW  tL + tR . Make new token
8: V  V + [tNEW]
9: Replace each occurrence of tL, tR in

10: D with tNEW

11: end while
12: return V
13: end procedure

BPE tokenization takes the ‘vocabulary’ V con-
taining ordered merges and applies them to new
text in the same order as they occurred during vo-
cabulary construction.

The WordPiece algorithm (Schuster and Naka-
jima, 2012), used to construct BERT’s vocabulary,
closely resembles BPE. However, instead of merg-

ing the most frequent token bigram, each potential
merge is scored based on the likelihood of a lan-
guage model trained on a version of the corpus
incorporating that merge. Schuster and Nakajima
(2012) note that the process of estimating language
model parameters for every potential merge is pro-
hibitively computationally expensive, so they em-
ploy a number of aggressive heuristics to reduce the
number of potential merges considered, including
batching noninterfering merges and using strong
priors to filter out unlikely merges. As their imple-
mentation is not public,1 we are unable to make a
comparison to this method.

The unigram LM method (Kudo, 2018), in con-
trast to the bottom-up construction process of BPE
and WordPiece, begins with a superset of the final
vocabulary, pruning it to the desired size:

Algorithm 2 Unigram language modeling (Kudo,
2018)

1: Input: set of strings D, target vocab size k
2: procedure UNIGRAMLM(D, k)
3: V  all substrings occurring more than
4: once in D (not crossing words)
5: while |V | > k do . Prune tokens
6: Fit unigram LM ✓ to D
7: for t 2 V do . Estimate token ‘loss’
8: Lt  p✓(D)� p✓0(D)
9: where ✓0 is the LM without token t

10: end for
11: Remove min(|V |� k, b↵|V |c) of the
12: tokens t with highest Lt from V ,
13: where ↵ 2 [0, 1] is a hyperparameter
14: end while
15: Fit final unigram LM ✓ to D
16: return V, ✓
17: end procedure

Unigram LM tokenization takes the vocabulary
V and unigram LM parameters ✓ and performs
Viterbi inference to decode the segmentation with
maximum likelihood under ✓. This method closely
resembles the unsupervised morphological segmen-
tation of Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005).

1Although its name and association with Google might sug-
gest otherwise, the SentencePiece library (Kudo and Richard-
son, 2018) does not, in fact, implement the WordPiece algo-
rithm; it provides implementations of BPE and unigram LM
based tokenization.

BPE [Gage, 1994; Sennrich et al., 2016] 
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based on unigram LM perplexity). While the vo-
cabularies resulting from these schemes are heavily
overlapping, we find that the unigram LM method
produces much more plausible subword units in
long words. This more natural tokenization means
that a higher proportion of the unigram LM vocabu-
lary is substantially used. We pretrain two language
models using the ROBERTA objective (Liu et al.,
2019) with different tokenizations. On downstream
tasks, we find a surprising performance gap, with
the unigram LM method providing a consistent im-
provement over BPE of up to 1% depending on the
task, indicating the benefits of this technique.

2 Algorithms

Subword tokenization algorithms consist of two
components: a vocabulary construction procedure,
which takes a corpus of (potentially pre-split) text
and returns a vocabulary with the desired size, and
a tokenization procedure, which takes the built vo-
cabulary and applies it to new text, returning a
sequence of tokens. In theory, these two steps can
be independent, although we will see that for the
algorithms we examine the tokenization procedure
is tightly coupled to the vocabulary construction
procedure.

A BPE vocabulary is constructed as follows:

Algorithm 1 Byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al.,
2016; Gage, 1994)

1: Input: set of strings D, target vocab size k
2: procedure BPE(D, k)
3: V  all unique characters in D
4: (about 4,000 in English Wikipedia)
5: while |V | < k do . Merge tokens
6: tL, tR  Most frequent bigram in D
7: tNEW  tL + tR . Make new token
8: V  V + [tNEW]
9: Replace each occurrence of tL, tR in

10: D with tNEW

11: end while
12: return V
13: end procedure

BPE tokenization takes the ‘vocabulary’ V con-
taining ordered merges and applies them to new
text in the same order as they occurred during vo-
cabulary construction.

The WordPiece algorithm (Schuster and Naka-
jima, 2012), used to construct BERT’s vocabulary,
closely resembles BPE. However, instead of merg-

ing the most frequent token bigram, each potential
merge is scored based on the likelihood of a lan-
guage model trained on a version of the corpus
incorporating that merge. Schuster and Nakajima
(2012) note that the process of estimating language
model parameters for every potential merge is pro-
hibitively computationally expensive, so they em-
ploy a number of aggressive heuristics to reduce the
number of potential merges considered, including
batching noninterfering merges and using strong
priors to filter out unlikely merges. As their imple-
mentation is not public,1 we are unable to make a
comparison to this method.

The unigram LM method (Kudo, 2018), in con-
trast to the bottom-up construction process of BPE
and WordPiece, begins with a superset of the final
vocabulary, pruning it to the desired size:

Algorithm 2 Unigram language modeling (Kudo,
2018)

1: Input: set of strings D, target vocab size k
2: procedure UNIGRAMLM(D, k)
3: V  all substrings occurring more than
4: once in D (not crossing words)
5: while |V | > k do . Prune tokens
6: Fit unigram LM ✓ to D
7: for t 2 V do . Estimate token ‘loss’
8: Lt  p✓(D)� p✓0(D)
9: where ✓0 is the LM without token t

10: end for
11: Remove min(|V |� k, b↵|V |c) of the
12: tokens t with highest Lt from V ,
13: where ↵ 2 [0, 1] is a hyperparameter
14: end while
15: Fit final unigram LM ✓ to D
16: return V, ✓
17: end procedure

Unigram LM tokenization takes the vocabulary
V and unigram LM parameters ✓ and performs
Viterbi inference to decode the segmentation with
maximum likelihood under ✓. This method closely
resembles the unsupervised morphological segmen-
tation of Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005).

1Although its name and association with Google might sug-
gest otherwise, the SentencePiece library (Kudo and Richard-
son, 2018) does not, in fact, implement the WordPiece algo-
rithm; it provides implementations of BPE and unigram LM
based tokenization.
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(a)
Original: furiously

BPE: fur iously
Unigram LM: fur ious ly

(b)
Original: tricycles

BPE: t ric y cles
Unigram LM: tri cycle s

(c)
Original: Completely preposterous suggestions

BPE: Comple t ely prep ost erous suggest ions
Unigram LM: Complete ly pre post er ous suggestion s

Figure 1: Example tokenizations. The character ‘ ’ is a special start-of-word marker inserted during tokenization
to allow for recovery of word boundaries. Additional examples are included in the supplementary material.

(a) Token length distributions within each vocabulary (b) Token frequency profiles over the pretraining corpus

Figure 2: Subword vocabulary and corpus profiles. The unigram LM method produces longer tokens (a) and uses
its vocabulary space more effectively (b).

More frequent in
BPE Unigram LM

H L M T B
P C K D R

s . , ed d
ing e ly t a

Table 1: Tokens with the highest difference in fre-
quency between tokenizations. The unigram LM
method tends to produce more tokens that are morpho-
logically interpretable.

Tokenization
BPE Unigram LM

Tokens per word type 4.721 4.633
Tokens per word 1.343 1.318

Table 2: Mean subword units per word for each method
across all of English Wikipedia.

3 Comparison of Tokenizations

In Figure 1 we illustrate the differences in tok-
enization output between BPE and the unigram
LM method. We observe that the unigram LM
method produces subword units that qualitatively
align with morphology much better than those pro-
duced by BPE. In particular, we note that the un-
igram LM method recovers common affixes such
as -ly, -s, pre-, and tri- while BPE does not, in-
stead absorbing them into less obvious units (-ions,

-cles), and producing morphologically meaningless
single-character units mid-word.

This trend is supported by Table 1, in which
we observe that recognizable affixes appear much
more frequently in the unigram LM tokenization of
our pretraining corpus than in the BPE tokenization.
As the BPE tokenization is constructed greedily
according to frequency, common affixes (and punc-
tuation) are frequently absorbed into other tokens.2

By surfacing subword units that align with mor-
phology, the unigram LM tokenization provides
the opportunity for the model to learn composable
subword embeddings. If an affix reliably signals a
linguistic feature, rather than needing to store that
information redundantly across the embeddings of
many tokens containing the affix, the model can
store it in just the embedding of the affix.

These results point to the unigram LM tokeniza-
tion having a higher “efficiency”, in the sense that
it allocates its vocabulary more economically. We
note in Figure 2b that both vocabularies contain a
“dead zone” of tokens whose frequency is much
lower than the rest of the vocabulary. This is
largely the result of the presence of a number of
very uncommon characters, including Chinese and

2Note that the BPE vocabulary still includes these affixes,
but when they are encountered during tokenization, they are
almost always merged into larger units as in Figure 1.
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note in Figure 2b that both vocabularies contain a
“dead zone” of tokens whose frequency is much
lower than the rest of the vocabulary. This is
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■ BPE and unigram LM both implemented in the SentencePiece library

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03720
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03720
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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■ Transformer language model trained with non-autoregressive masked 
language modeling (MLM) objective.
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■ Intrinsic (perplexity) and extrinsic (fine-tuning on downstream task) evaluations.

■ Standard extrinsic benchmarks for LM pretraining: (Super)GLUE and SQuAD
Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2019

Corpus |Train| |Test| Task Metrics Domain
Single-Sentence Tasks

CoLA 8.5k 1k acceptability Matthews corr. misc.
SST-2 67k 1.8k sentiment acc. movie reviews

Similarity and Paraphrase Tasks

MRPC 3.7k 1.7k paraphrase acc./F1 news
STS-B 7k 1.4k sentence similarity Pearson/Spearman corr. misc.
QQP 364k 391k paraphrase acc./F1 social QA questions

Inference Tasks

MNLI 393k 20k NLI matched acc./mismatched acc. misc.
QNLI 105k 5.4k QA/NLI acc. Wikipedia
RTE 2.5k 3k NLI acc. news, Wikipedia
WNLI 634 146 coreference/NLI acc. fiction books

Table 1: Task descriptions and statistics. All tasks are single sentence or sentence pair classification,
except STS-B, which is a regression task. MNLI has three classes; all other classification tasks have
two. Test sets shown in bold use labels that have never been made public in any form.

To better understand the challenged posed by GLUE, we conduct experiments with simple baselines
and state-of-the-art sentence representation models. We find that unified multi-task trained models
slightly outperform comparable models trained on each task separately. Our best multi-task model
makes use of ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), a recently proposed pre-training technique. However, this
model still achieves a fairly low absolute score. Analysis with our diagnostic dataset reveals that our
baseline models deal well with strong lexical signals but struggle with deeper logical structure.

In summary, we offer: (i) A suite of nine sentence or sentence-pair NLU tasks, built on established
annotated datasets and selected to cover a diverse range of text genres, dataset sizes, and degrees
of difficulty. (ii) An online evaluation platform and leaderboard, based primarily on privately-held
test data. The platform is model-agnostic, and can evaluate any method capable of producing results
on all nine tasks. (iii) An expert-constructed diagnostic evaluation dataset. (iv) Baseline results for
several major existing approaches to sentence representation learning.

2 RELATED WORK

Collobert et al. (2011) used a multi-task model with a shared sentence understanding component to
jointly learn POS tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, and semantic role labeling. More
recent work has explored using labels from core NLP tasks to supervise training of lower levels
of deep neural networks (Søgaard & Goldberg, 2016; Hashimoto et al., 2017) and automatically
learning cross-task sharing mechanisms for multi-task learning (Ruder et al., 2017).

Beyond multi-task learning, much work in developing general NLU systems has focused on
sentence-to-vector encoders (Le & Mikolov, 2014; Kiros et al., 2015, i.a.), leveraging unlabeled
data (Hill et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2018), labeled data (Conneau & Kiela, 2018; McCann et al.,
2017), and combinations of these (Collobert et al., 2011; Subramanian et al., 2018). In this line
of work, a standard evaluation practice has emerged, recently codified as SentEval (Conneau et al.,
2017; Conneau & Kiela, 2018). Like GLUE, SentEval relies on a set of existing classification tasks
involving either one or two sentences as inputs. Unlike GLUE, SentEval only evaluates sentence-
to-vector encoders, making it well-suited for evaluating models on tasks involving sentences in

isolation. However, cross-sentence contextualization and alignment are instrumental in achieving
state-of-the-art performance on tasks such as machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani
et al., 2017), question answering (Seo et al., 2017), and natural language inference (Rocktäschel
et al., 2016). GLUE is designed to facilitate the development of these methods: It is model-agnostic,
allowing for any kind of representation or contextualization, including models that use no explicit
vector or symbolic representations for sentences whatsoever.

GLUE also diverges from SentEval in the selection of evaluation tasks that are included in the suite.
Many of the SentEval tasks are closely related to sentiment analysis, such as MR (Pang & Lee,

2

GLUE:  
General Language Understanding Evaluation

https://gluebenchmark.com/

https://gluebenchmark.com
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
https://gluebenchmark.com
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Table 1: Task descriptions and statistics. All tasks are single sentence or sentence pair classification,
except STS-B, which is a regression task. MNLI has three classes; all other classification tasks have
two. Test sets shown in bold use labels that have never been made public in any form.

To better understand the challenged posed by GLUE, we conduct experiments with simple baselines
and state-of-the-art sentence representation models. We find that unified multi-task trained models
slightly outperform comparable models trained on each task separately. Our best multi-task model
makes use of ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), a recently proposed pre-training technique. However, this
model still achieves a fairly low absolute score. Analysis with our diagnostic dataset reveals that our
baseline models deal well with strong lexical signals but struggle with deeper logical structure.

In summary, we offer: (i) A suite of nine sentence or sentence-pair NLU tasks, built on established
annotated datasets and selected to cover a diverse range of text genres, dataset sizes, and degrees
of difficulty. (ii) An online evaluation platform and leaderboard, based primarily on privately-held
test data. The platform is model-agnostic, and can evaluate any method capable of producing results
on all nine tasks. (iii) An expert-constructed diagnostic evaluation dataset. (iv) Baseline results for
several major existing approaches to sentence representation learning.

2 RELATED WORK

Collobert et al. (2011) used a multi-task model with a shared sentence understanding component to
jointly learn POS tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, and semantic role labeling. More
recent work has explored using labels from core NLP tasks to supervise training of lower levels
of deep neural networks (Søgaard & Goldberg, 2016; Hashimoto et al., 2017) and automatically
learning cross-task sharing mechanisms for multi-task learning (Ruder et al., 2017).

Beyond multi-task learning, much work in developing general NLU systems has focused on
sentence-to-vector encoders (Le & Mikolov, 2014; Kiros et al., 2015, i.a.), leveraging unlabeled
data (Hill et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2018), labeled data (Conneau & Kiela, 2018; McCann et al.,
2017), and combinations of these (Collobert et al., 2011; Subramanian et al., 2018). In this line
of work, a standard evaluation practice has emerged, recently codified as SentEval (Conneau et al.,
2017; Conneau & Kiela, 2018). Like GLUE, SentEval relies on a set of existing classification tasks
involving either one or two sentences as inputs. Unlike GLUE, SentEval only evaluates sentence-
to-vector encoders, making it well-suited for evaluating models on tasks involving sentences in

isolation. However, cross-sentence contextualization and alignment are instrumental in achieving
state-of-the-art performance on tasks such as machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani
et al., 2017), question answering (Seo et al., 2017), and natural language inference (Rocktäschel
et al., 2016). GLUE is designed to facilitate the development of these methods: It is model-agnostic,
allowing for any kind of representation or contextualization, including models that use no explicit
vector or symbolic representations for sentences whatsoever.

GLUE also diverges from SentEval in the selection of evaluation tasks that are included in the suite.
Many of the SentEval tasks are closely related to sentiment analysis, such as MR (Pang & Lee,
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General Language Understanding Evaluation
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https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
https://gluebenchmark.com
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
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■ Unlike in ELMo, all model parameters are fine-tuned (receive gradient updates 
w.r.t. supervised downstream task.)
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Figure 1: Overall pre-training and fine-tuning procedures for BERT. Apart from output layers, the same architec-
tures are used in both pre-training and fine-tuning. The same pre-trained model parameters are used to initialize
models for different down-stream tasks. During fine-tuning, all parameters are fine-tuned. [CLS] is a special
symbol added in front of every input example, and [SEP] is a special separator token (e.g. separating ques-
tions/answers).

ing and auto-encoder objectives have been used
for pre-training such models (Howard and Ruder,
2018; Radford et al., 2018; Dai and Le, 2015).

2.3 Transfer Learning from Supervised Data

There has also been work showing effective trans-
fer from supervised tasks with large datasets, such
as natural language inference (Conneau et al.,
2017) and machine translation (McCann et al.,
2017). Computer vision research has also demon-
strated the importance of transfer learning from
large pre-trained models, where an effective recipe
is to fine-tune models pre-trained with Ima-
geNet (Deng et al., 2009; Yosinski et al., 2014).

3 BERT

We introduce BERT and its detailed implementa-
tion in this section. There are two steps in our
framework: pre-training and fine-tuning. Dur-
ing pre-training, the model is trained on unlabeled
data over different pre-training tasks. For fine-
tuning, the BERT model is first initialized with
the pre-trained parameters, and all of the param-
eters are fine-tuned using labeled data from the
downstream tasks. Each downstream task has sep-
arate fine-tuned models, even though they are ini-
tialized with the same pre-trained parameters. The
question-answering example in Figure 1 will serve
as a running example for this section.

A distinctive feature of BERT is its unified ar-
chitecture across different tasks. There is mini-

mal difference between the pre-trained architec-
ture and the final downstream architecture.

Model Architecture BERT’s model architec-
ture is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer en-
coder based on the original implementation de-
scribed in Vaswani et al. (2017) and released in
the tensor2tensor library.1 Because the use
of Transformers has become common and our im-
plementation is almost identical to the original,
we will omit an exhaustive background descrip-
tion of the model architecture and refer readers to
Vaswani et al. (2017) as well as excellent guides
such as “The Annotated Transformer.”2

In this work, we denote the number of layers
(i.e., Transformer blocks) as L, the hidden size as
H , and the number of self-attention heads as A.3

We primarily report results on two model sizes:
BERTBASE (L=12, H=768, A=12, Total Param-
eters=110M) and BERTLARGE (L=24, H=1024,
A=16, Total Parameters=340M).

BERTBASE was chosen to have the same model
size as OpenAI GPT for comparison purposes.
Critically, however, the BERT Transformer uses
bidirectional self-attention, while the GPT Trans-
former uses constrained self-attention where every
token can only attend to context to its left.4

1https://github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor
2http://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.html
3In all cases we set the feed-forward/filter size to be 4H ,

i.e., 3072 for the H = 768 and 4096 for the H = 1024.
4We note that in the literature the bidirectional Trans-

Figure from: Devlin et al. BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding. ACL 2019.
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■ Sentence classification: 

■ Provide single sentence as input 

■ Use final representation at CLS 
position as features for a linear 
classifier (e.g. logistic regression).
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Figure 4: Illustrations of Fine-tuning BERT on Different Tasks.

SST-2 The Stanford Sentiment Treebank is a
binary single-sentence classification task consist-
ing of sentences extracted from movie reviews
with human annotations of their sentiment (Socher
et al., 2013).

CoLA The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability is
a binary single-sentence classification task, where
the goal is to predict whether an English sentence
is linguistically “acceptable” or not (Warstadt
et al., 2018).

STS-B The Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark is a collection of sentence pairs drawn from
news headlines and other sources (Cer et al.,
2017). They were annotated with a score from 1
to 5 denoting how similar the two sentences are in
terms of semantic meaning.

MRPC Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus
consists of sentence pairs automatically extracted
from online news sources, with human annotations

for whether the sentences in the pair are semanti-
cally equivalent (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment is a bi-
nary entailment task similar to MNLI, but with
much less training data (Bentivogli et al., 2009).14

WNLI Winograd NLI is a small natural lan-
guage inference dataset (Levesque et al., 2011).
The GLUE webpage notes that there are issues
with the construction of this dataset, 15 and every
trained system that’s been submitted to GLUE has
performed worse than the 65.1 baseline accuracy
of predicting the majority class. We therefore ex-
clude this set to be fair to OpenAI GPT. For our
GLUE submission, we always predicted the ma-

14Note that we only report single-task fine-tuning results
in this paper. A multitask fine-tuning approach could poten-
tially push the performance even further. For example, we
did observe substantial improvements on RTE from multi-
task training with MNLI.

15https://gluebenchmark.com/faq

Figure from: Devlin et al. BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding. ACL 2019.
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■ Sentence pair classification: 

■ Provide both sentences as input, 
separated by SEP token. 

■ Input embeddings indicate 
sentence identity. 

■ Use final representation at CLS 
position as features for a linear 
classifier (e.g. logistic regression).
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SST-2 The Stanford Sentiment Treebank is a
binary single-sentence classification task consist-
ing of sentences extracted from movie reviews
with human annotations of their sentiment (Socher
et al., 2013).

CoLA The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability is
a binary single-sentence classification task, where
the goal is to predict whether an English sentence
is linguistically “acceptable” or not (Warstadt
et al., 2018).

STS-B The Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark is a collection of sentence pairs drawn from
news headlines and other sources (Cer et al.,
2017). They were annotated with a score from 1
to 5 denoting how similar the two sentences are in
terms of semantic meaning.

MRPC Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus
consists of sentence pairs automatically extracted
from online news sources, with human annotations

for whether the sentences in the pair are semanti-
cally equivalent (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment is a bi-
nary entailment task similar to MNLI, but with
much less training data (Bentivogli et al., 2009).14

WNLI Winograd NLI is a small natural lan-
guage inference dataset (Levesque et al., 2011).
The GLUE webpage notes that there are issues
with the construction of this dataset, 15 and every
trained system that’s been submitted to GLUE has
performed worse than the 65.1 baseline accuracy
of predicting the majority class. We therefore ex-
clude this set to be fair to OpenAI GPT. For our
GLUE submission, we always predicted the ma-

14Note that we only report single-task fine-tuning results
in this paper. A multitask fine-tuning approach could poten-
tially push the performance even further. For example, we
did observe substantial improvements on RTE from multi-
task training with MNLI.

15https://gluebenchmark.com/faq
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■ Sequence labeling: 

■ Use final representations at each 
timestep as features for a linear 
classifier (e.g. logistic regression). 

■ Need to deal with sub-tokens.%(57
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SST-2 The Stanford Sentiment Treebank is a
binary single-sentence classification task consist-
ing of sentences extracted from movie reviews
with human annotations of their sentiment (Socher
et al., 2013).

CoLA The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability is
a binary single-sentence classification task, where
the goal is to predict whether an English sentence
is linguistically “acceptable” or not (Warstadt
et al., 2018).

STS-B The Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark is a collection of sentence pairs drawn from
news headlines and other sources (Cer et al.,
2017). They were annotated with a score from 1
to 5 denoting how similar the two sentences are in
terms of semantic meaning.

MRPC Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus
consists of sentence pairs automatically extracted
from online news sources, with human annotations

for whether the sentences in the pair are semanti-
cally equivalent (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment is a bi-
nary entailment task similar to MNLI, but with
much less training data (Bentivogli et al., 2009).14

WNLI Winograd NLI is a small natural lan-
guage inference dataset (Levesque et al., 2011).
The GLUE webpage notes that there are issues
with the construction of this dataset, 15 and every
trained system that’s been submitted to GLUE has
performed worse than the 65.1 baseline accuracy
of predicting the majority class. We therefore ex-
clude this set to be fair to OpenAI GPT. For our
GLUE submission, we always predicted the ma-

14Note that we only report single-task fine-tuning results
in this paper. A multitask fine-tuning approach could poten-
tially push the performance even further. For example, we
did observe substantial improvements on RTE from multi-
task training with MNLI.
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■ Question answering: 

■ Use final representations at each 
timestep as features to score every 
token as start or end of a span. 
Take the highest-scoring pair. %(57
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SST-2 The Stanford Sentiment Treebank is a
binary single-sentence classification task consist-
ing of sentences extracted from movie reviews
with human annotations of their sentiment (Socher
et al., 2013).

CoLA The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability is
a binary single-sentence classification task, where
the goal is to predict whether an English sentence
is linguistically “acceptable” or not (Warstadt
et al., 2018).

STS-B The Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark is a collection of sentence pairs drawn from
news headlines and other sources (Cer et al.,
2017). They were annotated with a score from 1
to 5 denoting how similar the two sentences are in
terms of semantic meaning.

MRPC Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus
consists of sentence pairs automatically extracted
from online news sources, with human annotations

for whether the sentences in the pair are semanti-
cally equivalent (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment is a bi-
nary entailment task similar to MNLI, but with
much less training data (Bentivogli et al., 2009).14

WNLI Winograd NLI is a small natural lan-
guage inference dataset (Levesque et al., 2011).
The GLUE webpage notes that there are issues
with the construction of this dataset, 15 and every
trained system that’s been submitted to GLUE has
performed worse than the 65.1 baseline accuracy
of predicting the majority class. We therefore ex-
clude this set to be fair to OpenAI GPT. For our
GLUE submission, we always predicted the ma-

14Note that we only report single-task fine-tuning results
in this paper. A multitask fine-tuning approach could poten-
tially push the performance even further. For example, we
did observe substantial improvements on RTE from multi-
task training with MNLI.
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■ GPT/XLNet 

■ RoBERTa 

■ ELECTRA

Figure from: Devlin et al. BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding. ACL 2019.
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Figure 3: Differences in pre-training model architectures. BERT uses a bidirectional Transformer. OpenAI GPT
uses a left-to-right Transformer. ELMo uses the concatenation of independently trained left-to-right and right-to-
left LSTMs to generate features for downstream tasks. Among the three, only BERT representations are jointly
conditioned on both left and right context in all layers. In addition to the architecture differences, BERT and
OpenAI GPT are fine-tuning approaches, while ELMo is a feature-based approach.

to converge. In Section C.1 we demonstrate that
MLM does converge marginally slower than a left-
to-right model (which predicts every token), but
the empirical improvements of the MLM model
far outweigh the increased training cost.

Next Sentence Prediction The next sentence
prediction task can be illustrated in the following
examples.

Input = [CLS] the man went to [MASK] store [SEP]

he bought a gallon [MASK] milk [SEP]

Label = IsNext

Input = [CLS] the man [MASK] to the store [SEP]

penguin [MASK] are flight ##less birds [SEP]

Label = NotNext

A.2 Pre-training Procedure

To generate each training input sequence, we sam-
ple two spans of text from the corpus, which we
refer to as “sentences” even though they are typ-
ically much longer than single sentences (but can
be shorter also). The first sentence receives the A
embedding and the second receives the B embed-
ding. 50% of the time B is the actual next sentence
that follows A and 50% of the time it is a random
sentence, which is done for the “next sentence pre-
diction” task. They are sampled such that the com-
bined length is  512 tokens. The LM masking is
applied after WordPiece tokenization with a uni-
form masking rate of 15%, and no special consid-
eration given to partial word pieces.

We train with batch size of 256 sequences (256
sequences * 512 tokens = 128,000 tokens/batch)
for 1,000,000 steps, which is approximately 40

epochs over the 3.3 billion word corpus. We
use Adam with learning rate of 1e-4, �1 = 0.9,
�2 = 0.999, L2 weight decay of 0.01, learning
rate warmup over the first 10,000 steps, and linear
decay of the learning rate. We use a dropout prob-
ability of 0.1 on all layers. We use a gelu acti-
vation (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016) rather than
the standard relu, following OpenAI GPT. The
training loss is the sum of the mean masked LM
likelihood and the mean next sentence prediction
likelihood.

Training of BERTBASE was performed on 4
Cloud TPUs in Pod configuration (16 TPU chips
total).13 Training of BERTLARGE was performed
on 16 Cloud TPUs (64 TPU chips total). Each pre-
training took 4 days to complete.

Longer sequences are disproportionately expen-
sive because attention is quadratic to the sequence
length. To speed up pretraing in our experiments,
we pre-train the model with sequence length of
128 for 90% of the steps. Then, we train the rest
10% of the steps of sequence of 512 to learn the
positional embeddings.

A.3 Fine-tuning Procedure

For fine-tuning, most model hyperparameters are
the same as in pre-training, with the exception of
the batch size, learning rate, and number of train-
ing epochs. The dropout probability was always
kept at 0.1. The optimal hyperparameter values
are task-specific, but we found the following range
of possible values to work well across all tasks:

• Batch size: 16, 32
13https://cloudplatform.googleblog.com/2018/06/Cloud-

TPU-now-offers-preemptible-pricing-and-global-
availability.html

ELECTRA [Clark et al. 2020]

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N19-1423/
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/N19-1423/
https://openreview.net/forum?id=r1xMH1BtvB
https://openreview.net/forum?id=r1xMH1BtvB
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Dataset 16GB 160GB Δ err reduction
SQuAD 87.3 89.4 2.1 16.5%
MNLI-m 89.0 90.2 1.2 10.9%
SST-2 95.3 96.4 0.9 19.1%

RoBERTa

XLNet

T5

Dataset 13GB 126GB Δ err reduction
SQuAD 87.8 88.8 1.0 8.2%
MNLI-m 88.4 89.8 1.4 12.1%
SST-2 94.4 95.6 1.2 21.4%

Dataset 223 225 227 229 235

SQuAD 70.92 76.27 79.78 80.97 80.88
GLUE 76.34 79.55 82.62 82.87 83.28

SGLUE 59.29 64.76 69.97 72.03 71.36

(Liu et al. 2019)

(Raffel et al. 2020)

(Yang et al. 2019)

Training data

Training tokens ~34B

~3B

~8M

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.11692
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.11692
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.10683
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.08237
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.08237
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T5 [Raffel et al. 2020]
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SciBERT [Beltagy et al. 2020]

pre-training LM on in-domain data improves end-task performance

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.10676
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.10676
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Figure 1: Summary statistics on BERT-large. Columns
on left show F1 dev-set scores for the baseline (P (0)

⌧ )
and full-model (P (L)

⌧ ) probes. Dark (blue) are the mix-
ing weight center of gravity (Eq. 2); light (purple) are
the expected layer from the cumulative scores (Eq. 4).

idence that the corresponding layer contains more
information related to that particular task.

Center-of-Gravity. As a summary statistic, we
define the mixing weight center of gravity as:

Ēs[`] =
LX

`=0

` · s(`)⌧ (2)

This reflects the average layer attended to for each
task; intuitively, we can interpret a higher value to
mean that the information needed for that task is
captured by higher layers.

3.2 Cumulative Scoring
We would like to estimate at which layer in the
encoder a target (s1, s2, label) can be correctly
predicted. Mixing weights cannot tell us this di-
rectly, because they are learned as parameters and
do not correspond to a distribution over data. A
naive classifier at a single layer cannot either, be-
cause information about a particular span may be
spread out across several layers, and as observed
in Peters et al. (2018b) the encoder may choose to
discard information at higher layers.

To address this, we train a series of classifiers
{P (`)

⌧ }` which use scalar mixing (Eq. 1) to attend
to layer ` as well as all previous layers. P (0)

⌧ corre-
sponds to a non-contextual baseline that uses only
a bag of word(piece) embeddings, while P

(L)
⌧ =

P⌧ corresponds to probing all layers of the BERT
model.

These classifiers are cumulative, in the sense
that P (`+1)

⌧ has a similar number of parameters but
with access to strictly more information than P

(`)
⌧ ,

Figure 2: Layer-wise metrics on BERT-large. Solid
(blue) are mixing weights s(`)⌧ (§3.1); outlined (purple)
are differential scores �(`)

⌧ (§3.2), normalized for each
task. Horizontal axis is encoder layer.

and we see intuitively that performance (F1 score)
generally increases as more layers are added.3 We
can then compute a differential score �(`)

⌧ , which
measures how much better we do on the probing
task if we observe one additional encoder layer `:

�(`)
⌧ = Score(P (`)

⌧ )� Score(P (`�1)
⌧ ) (3)

Expected Layer. Again, we compute a
(pseudo)4 expectation over the differential scores
as a summary statistic. To focus on the behavior
of the contextual encoder layers, we omit the con-
tribution of both the “trivial” examples resolved at
layer 0, as well as the remaining headroom from

3Note that if a new layer provides distracting features, the
probing model can overfit and performance can drop. We see
this in particular in the last 1-2 layers (Figure 2).

4This is not a true expectation because the F1 score is not
an expectation over examples.

Ettinger. What BERT is not: Lessons from a new suite of psycholinguistic diagnostics for language models. TACL 2020.

Tenney et al. BERT Rediscovers the Classical NLP Pipeline. ACL 2019.
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https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P19-1452.pdf
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in Peters et al. (2018b) the encoder may choose to
discard information at higher layers.

To address this, we train a series of classifiers
{P (`)

⌧ }` which use scalar mixing (Eq. 1) to attend
to layer ` as well as all previous layers. P (0)

⌧ corre-
sponds to a non-contextual baseline that uses only
a bag of word(piece) embeddings, while P

(L)
⌧ =

P⌧ corresponds to probing all layers of the BERT
model.

These classifiers are cumulative, in the sense
that P (`+1)

⌧ has a similar number of parameters but
with access to strictly more information than P

(`)
⌧ ,

Figure 2: Layer-wise metrics on BERT-large. Solid
(blue) are mixing weights s(`)⌧ (§3.1); outlined (purple)
are differential scores �(`)

⌧ (§3.2), normalized for each
task. Horizontal axis is encoder layer.

and we see intuitively that performance (F1 score)
generally increases as more layers are added.3 We
can then compute a differential score �(`)

⌧ , which
measures how much better we do on the probing
task if we observe one additional encoder layer `:

�(`)
⌧ = Score(P (`)

⌧ )� Score(P (`�1)
⌧ ) (3)

Expected Layer. Again, we compute a
(pseudo)4 expectation over the differential scores
as a summary statistic. To focus on the behavior
of the contextual encoder layers, we omit the con-
tribution of both the “trivial” examples resolved at
layer 0, as well as the remaining headroom from

3Note that if a new layer provides distracting features, the
probing model can overfit and performance can drop. We see
this in particular in the last 1-2 layers (Figure 2).

4This is not a true expectation because the F1 score is not
an expectation over examples.
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■ Share your writeup from P1 (bake-off design and paper summary) on Piazza! 

■ Friday’s recitation will be an overview of P2.


